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Education in United Kingdom

The most famous universities in United Kingdom

Great Britain

Country with centuries-old traditions of higher education.The first English university

Oxford University

It was founded in the XI century.Since then, many educational institutions have grown on the shores
of Misty Albion.Today, some of them, like Oxford, do not need a submission.The most prestigious
universities of Great Britain according to the Times Higher Education

One of the most authoritative publications specializing in the creation of international rates of
educational institutions, The Times Higher Education (The) surpassed its colleagues as part of the
definition of such rather blurred indicators as the impact and prestige of the educational institution.

In addition to the overall world ranking of universities, the World Reputation Rankings 2016 is
published on the website. This classification is formed on the basis of a survey of specialists from
the academic environment and is the top 100 most influential universities in the world.

The top ten of the most famous and prestigious universities of the planet, according to The, includes
2 English educational institutions: University of Oxford and University of Cambridge.

University of Oxford.

The oldest university of Great Britain.The official opening date of the university is not established:
according to some reports, the first students, mainly clergymen appeared in Oxford back in the XI
century.

Today, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD includes 38 colleges in which more than 22,000 students
study.The university's teaching staff form members of prestigious scientific organizations, such as
the London Royal Society and the British Academy.Among the graduates of Oxford

Jonathan Swift, Lewis Carroll, Oscar Wilde and Margaret Thatcher.
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University of Cambridge.

The second in the seniority of the University of Britain and the most important rival Oxford in the
battle for places in international ratings (applicants are prohibited from the same year to submit
documents in both universities).

Cambridge was founded in 1209 by a group of scientists who left Oxford.Today, the university is a
confederation of 31 college, which learn about 19,000 students from around the world.Among
students and employees of the University of 130 Nobel laureates

More than any other university of the world.Famous Universities in United Kingdom in QS World
University Rankings 2016-2017

Other analytical giants are not taken to form classifications exclusively on the basis of such a
subjective indicator as a university reputation in an academic environment.However, they often
include a reputation in a general list of criteria, along with a number of objective parameters: the
amount of research work of the university, the Hirsha index (scientific quotation index), etc.

For example, when drawing up QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS (R) rankings 2016-2017,
there are indicators such as academic reputation and reputation for employers.

The top ten universities in the world according to QS World University Rankings this year included 4
British educational institutions: the above Cambridge and Oxford, as well as UCL (University College
London) and Imperial College London.

University College London (UCL) was founded in London in 1826.At the time of discovery, UCL
became the first university located in the British capital, as well as the first educational institution of
the country, where students were taken regardless of their religion.In addition, in 1876, the
University earlier than other universities of Great Britain began to educate women.

Today, UCL is the oldest college as part of University of London.More than 38,000 students study
here, the university has 2 overseas campus

In Qatar and in Australia.Among the graduates of the university

Such outstanding personality as Mahatma Gandhi, Alexander Bell, Peter Higgs (in honor of which
Boson Higgs was named).

Imperial College London.

Luxury Technical University in South Kensington.The educational institution was founded in 1907 by
merging the three previously existing universities.Exactly one hundred years of IMPERIAL College
London, like University College London, was part of the University of London, but since 2007, the



college works as an independent educational institution.

In Imperial College London, more than 16 thousand students study.Among graduates and college
employees are 15 Nobel laureates, as well as many members of authoritative scientific
communities.The most famous universities in the United Kingdom in other international rankings

For complete picture, consider another 2 classifications of higher educational institutions from
authoritative rating agencies.

In the Top 20 Universities in the world according to CWUR, in 2016, all the same Oxford and
Cambridge are included.Twenty best from U.S.NEWS.

WORLD REPORT In addition to Oxbridge also includes Imperial College London.

After analyzing information from the above sources, it is not difficult to notice that the list of the most
famous universities of England is not so extensive and does not differ in great openness.From year
to year, prizes in the rankings of the best universities of the planet go to the same British universities
(Oxbridge + - 1, 2 universities).Young educational institutions simply are not able to compete with
the ancient giants whose reputation and authority were incentive.

At the same time, do not forget that training in famous universities in Great Britain is usually very
expensive

at least 15,000 per year.At the same time, the requirements for applicants are so high that a
foreigner has almost no chance to pass exams on the required level.

Fortunately, in addition to Oksbridge, there are many other universities in the UK, which cannot
boast such a rich history or an extensive list of famous graduates, but the quality of education in
them meets all international standards, and the price for training is much lower than in the legendary
universities.

If you are thinking about going to study in the UK, contact the Global Dialogue company.Our
managers will help you find a university that is suitable for you, and correctly arrange documents for
admission.You can sign up for a consultation by phone +7 (495) 984-33-73 (Moscow), +7 (861)
205-01-51 (Krasnodar) and 8 (800) 707-66-51 (other regions).

Read also

Free Education in the USA

Everyone who wondered about obtaining education in the United States came across the issue of
payment for learning.Officially - all higher education in America paid.However, there are ways to
reduce costs up to 100%.
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World University Rating The World University Rankings 2016-2017: Main Educational Trends of the
current season

Every year more universities are becoming more and more universities, specialties, curricula.To
understand which of them really worthy of your attention will help the International Rating Center of
The World University Rankings.
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Accommodation abroad while studying

Each student of a foreign educational institution knows that before starting to pack suitcases, you
need to decide where and how it will live during training.Family, apartments, apartment, hotel, hostel
- our article will help to figure out which way to stay exactly to you.
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